FOR CAPS AND GOWNS.

(Continued from Page 2)

means. Let the world know that you have decided to build a bridge as to dig up a Greek City."

We believe that three strong arguments in favor of the Cap and Gown are:


First. Uniformity of dress not only adds a dignity to the occasion not attainable in any other way, but it gives a distinctive mark to the graduates.

Second. Since we feel that democracy is a cardinal doctrine at the institute, we strive to attain it by providing a costume which is the plainest, simplest and most democratic possible.

Third. There can be no question but what Caps and Gowns, which can be obtained outright for from five to ten dollars, or rented for two dollars, are much cheaper than any other outfit suitable for the occasion.

Feeling that the completion of Technology's course does deserve an exercise, we wish to make this exercise fitting to the occasion. We believe that this end can best be accomplished by the adoption of Caps and Gowns. We call attention to the fact that out of the twenty leading institutions, either wholly scientific or having scientific departments, to which letters have been sent, fifteen use the Cap and Gown. We invite your inspection of these letters which will be turned over to the Faculty Committee. We have endeavored to obtain the opinion of the alumni, and as far as we have succeeded we find the sentiment is in favor. See also the expression of the class's desire for the adoption of Caps and Gowns, which notwithstanding an unfortunately ambiguous wording of the question showed a two to one vote in favor, in one of the largest polls of votes in the history of the class.

We, therefore, in the light of the foregoing statement, invite your careful consideration of this matter.

CLASS OF 1907.

Statistics Regarding Use of Caps and Gowns at Scientific Schools.

Remsenuela, does not use. Sheffield (Yale), required. Pratt Inst.


LAWRENCE LIGHT GUARDS MEET.

The indoor meet which is in this vicinity is next in importance to the B. A. A. Meet, which is held annually by the Lawrence Light Guards at Medford, and will take place Thursday night.

The Tech Relay Team will run against Brown and from the showing of the two teams last Saturday night at the B. A. A. Meet, it is held annually by the Lawrence Light Guards at Medford, and will take place Thursday night.
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